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A chartered accountant, solicitor, NY attorney: UK & Gibraltar licensed 
insolvency practitioner: ADR practitioner, taking arbitration appointments: 
visiting law professor: CIArb branch, main & audit committees member: & 
inter alia partner in Simmons Gainsford Gibraltar LLP (‘SGG’) Chartered 
Accountants.

Gibraltar is a leading ‘blockchain’ (‘BC’) & ‘fintech’ (‘FT’) jurisdiction. SGG 
accepts cryptocurrency (‘crypto’) as fees & audits the BC space. 

The Gibraltar stock exchange specialises in BC & FT.

WhatsApp: +44 (0) 7815 873370.

Email: grant@jones.gi

I have 10 minutes for this seminar, there will be a ticking clock throughout the 
slides!

mailto:grant@jones.gi
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Briefing outline introduction

What is the BC, Distributed-Ledger-Technology (“DLT“), ‘FT, 
Crypto, an initial currency offering (“ICO“) &/or an initial 
token offering (“ITO“) (the “whole thing”), etc: how does 
‘the whole thing’ come together definitionally?

My presentation focuses on definitions. I will not address 
how BC, etc, will affect the ADR world. Necessarily it will be 
fast paced. So please refer back to these notes during the 
further speakers’ presentations, as necessarily they will have 
to use BC ‘terms of art’.

Disclaimer. This presentation is based upon my own 
experience. So it’s highly subjective. However, if anyone 
has experience of ‘the whole thing’, their experiences are 
also going to be subjective & probably limited. There is 
sparse official guidance for the ADR practitioner, even on 
definitions, let alone on ‘the whole thing’ & this 
presentation does not fill that void. I like everyone else is 
feeling my way & creating procedures on the spot. In 
Gibraltar, like many of you here, I am regulated by the 
CIArb. I don’t know what they’ll say about my 
definitions?
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What is the BlockChain (“BC”)?

The BC is a ever growing list of linked, open, verifiable, semi-unmodifiable, semi-permanent,
distributed & decentralised, cryptographically secured data blocks, containing a previous block # & a
timestamp, managed by a peer-to-peer network abiding to an inter-node (that is ‘web-connected 
devices’) & new block validation communication protocol.

Data is retroactively unalterable, without the alteration of all subsequent blocks, requiring network
majority agreement. 

Follow the BC throughout the seminar @ https://www.blockchain.com & 
https://www.blockchain.com/btc/unconfirmed-transactions

https://www.blockchain.com/
https://www.blockchain.com/btc/unconfirmed-transactions
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BlockChain (“BC”) – ‘believe the hype’?

Being distributed (i.e. non-server-based) the BC is especially secure & survivable.

Accountants & lawyers like BC: provenance/supply chain management & ‘triple-accounting’.

The BC was created to facilitate ฿ .

Before BC, none of this happened?
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What is a Distributed Ledger (“DL”) & the DL Technology (“DLT”).

A DL (aka a ‘shared ledger’) is a shared, replicated & synchronised, non-centralised (both as to
storage & admin), worldwide & multi-site digitised ledger.

DLT is not an ageing DJ, but the consensus-driven, P2P & algorithm-based, replication-inducing
technology, supporting DL.

One form of DL is the BC system, as not all DLs operate in a linear, chainlike manner.
The DL can be public &/or private.
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Distributed Ledger (“DL”) &/or DL Technology (“DLT”) – ‘believe the hype’?

‘The record of everything’.

Smart Contracts.

What is FinTech: no it’s not hype, PayPal anyone?

FinTech (especially DLT) is the new tech use (especially by new players) to deliver financial services.

Info-based finance is tech-vulnerable. BC reduces transaction costs. FinTechs biggest hurdle to
customer cost reduction is pro-bank regulation.
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What is an Initial Coin Offering (“ICO”) &/or Initial Token offering (“ITO“): the terms are often
interchangeable & each offering is different, so hard to define.

Usually, unregulated, crypto-currency (“Crypto”) based, seed corn, TechCo crowdfunding.
Always lower cost of capital & understandably high risk, but sometimes scam &/or greed prone.
Usually TechCo gets cash (aka fiat) or a mainstream Crypto (usually ฿ or Ξ) & thus TechCo is Crypto

capitalised.

Rarely punter gets TechCo classical shares or options; usually a non-mainstream TechCo specific
crypto to be used within the TechCo ecosystem, or a token, representing a prepayment of a TechCo
service or product. Mobile TelCos have used tokens before ICOs, to sell & develop airtime networks.
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The IP ITO – the new crypto, introducing ‘WeRcertifiedCo’

A claimed group of well-meaning certificated mediators, understanding that ICOs/ITOs raise 
billions regularly (why quote detail, it increases every week) wish to digitise the mediator offering.

White Paper: ‘We (“WeRcertifiedCo”) aim to become the MailChimp of mediator communication’: 
mediators, come join us!

A CIArb member (the ‘Member’) in the privacy of his bedroom & having had a Kik chat with … is 
enticed with…
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“For every .001 ฿ you’ll receive:

1 share in WeRcertifiedCo, registered in Costa Rica: &/or

1 WeRcertifiedCo token (the “iTocan”) entitling you to:

a future share of WeRcertifiedCo, payable in crypto, &/or;

a future share of WeRcertifiedCo shares, denominated in crypto, &/or;

a future share of WeRcertifiedCo future services, &/or;

1 iTocan, which can used ‘wherever’, &/or exchangeable for a share of 

WeRcertifiedCo profits, shares, &/or services.”

9
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What is Crypto-Currency (“Crypto”)?

Crypto is a digital, cryptographic asset cum exchange medium, that facilitates monetised
transactions, the creation of further ‘coins’ & verifies asset transfer.

Crypto is a digital currency, a virtual currency or an alternative currency; or is it?

Crypto is controlled decentrally, unlike centralised electronic money & central banking systems.

Crypto decentralisation centres on DLT & BC, allowing for a public financial transaction database.

Crypto ownership provable exclusively via crypto-graphics: transaction statements only issuable by
proven, current Crypto-holders, subject to the possibility of ‘simultaneous instructions’.

฿ , the 1st Crypto released in 2009 is going strong & now circa 5k of ฿ variants (aka “Altcoins”).
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What is Crypto?

Perhaps the easiest way to learn is to get a crypto debit card, like mine.
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Smart Contracts (“SC”): the Blockchain (“BC”): towards an SC definition.

What is an SC?

There are a plethora of pre-BC & post-BC, jurisprudential SC definitions, including those that foresee a future without 
commercial, contract lawyers.

My KISS definition, focussing on ADR, is: “ordinary, natural language contracts, placed within a block on the BC, which often 
have the following indicia: 

✓ transnational, with absent or exotic choice of law clauses.

✓ Crypto-based.

✓ irreversible.

✓ purportedly, self-executing, often aided by AI, or if not fully self-executing, ADR-centred & the ADR provider maybe AI-
centred & in an exotic location, is often pro ADR, but often fails to address calamities, such as insolvency.
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* I’m also happy to answer further questions online, in Gibraltar; 
whether they be on Gibraltarian ADR &/or the crypto-space.

My object was to ADR normalise the BC & crypto-space. It’s neither a black art, 
nor a pirate haven. It’s just possibly the financial & commercial future.

Please leave Q&A until the end of all presentations.


